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Why are you writing about this subject? I know that may sound simple and 
there is probably a quick answer you’re going to come back with, but let’s 
unpack this a little bit. One of the things that can happen with bloggers of all 
levels, is losing track of why you’re doing what you’re doing. 

Your audience must always come first, and that means every word you write 
and every picture you take has to have your audience in mind. You can take fun 
pictures for yourself, absolutely, but when it’s time to get serious about your 
blog you have to think of it as a business owner. As a business owner, you have 
clients, in your case, your clients are readers.

Blogging has a tendency to feel like a fun hobby. When we’re not careful, it can 
get stuck in that mindset and you won’t see the growth you want to see. You 
want to see big results and growth, but don’t put the strategy in to see your 
hard work pay off. This is not something we want to hear, but it’s the gosh-
darned truth. 

So when you’re thinking about the purpose, go back to your why. Why are you 
a content creator? Who is your audience that you’re serving, and will this post 
help them? Does it teach them something, help them in some way, entertain 
them, or bring value to their lives? If so, then you’re well on your way to 
creating more engagement. 

HAVE A PURPOSE BEHIND THE POST
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We’re not going to talk just about mistakes, but hindsight is 20-20, right? So, 
another mistake we see bloggers make is creating content like crazy but not 
letting us get to know them. Often, it’s a mental block that we have to push 
through. Yes, I’m talking about that feeling of “I don’t know what to say, so I 
don’t get on stories.” If Instagram isn’t your cup of tea, then apply that same 
idea to any blog post or social media. The bottom line is, if you can create a 
personal connection with your audience, your audience is going to engage with 
you, and then you’ll grow. 

Think about it this way… think of some of your favorite bloggers that you follow. 
Those ones that you turn on Instagram or social media to see their latest stories 
or posts, or the blogs that you refresh constantly because you want to see if 
they have new content. Why is that? What has drawn you into following them 
religiously? We can almost bet, it’s because they’ve done something to make 
you feel connected to them like you know them and would be besties! So, how 
can you create that same connection with your audience? 

Insert something personal. Your workday may be boring to you, but to others, 
it’s interesting and entertaining. Why do we watch and re-watch our favorite 
episodes of Friends or The Office? Because it’s entertaining. Nothing major is 
happening, just life. Yet, we can’t get enough! 

Our last tip to get through that mental block that may be stopping you from 
getting personal with your audience… pretend like you’re talking to your best 
friend. Envision them, or better yet, your ideal reader, that you’re talking to on 
the other side of that screen. What would you tell them? How would you write 
the content so it connects with them and gives the value? 

INSERT SOMETHING PERSONAL
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Which brings us to our next point! While it may be hard, you should never write 
something that doesn’t provide value in some way. Now, value can look like 
many things! 

 • Recipes
 • Tutorials
 • Styling Tips
 • A Story
 • Deal Alerts

Value doesn’t have to be just one thing, it can look like anything. How you 
determine if it’s valuable to your audience is asking yourself: 

 • Does this line up with my ideal reader?
 • Would my ideal reader click or engage with this? Why or why not? 
 • Would I engage with this post? 

What would make you stop scrolling, and comment? Or make you click and 
comment on a blog post rather than skim and then click away? 

SHARE SOMETHING VALUABLE
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ASK THEM

Sometimes, we need to ask them to engage with us! That could be as
simple as asking a question at the end of your post related to what you just 
shared. Again, when writing this question or task ask yourself, is it something 
I would respond to? While we are our own worst critique, in this case, it can 
come in handy! 

	 •	 Asking them to do something could look like… 
	 •	 Asking them to go read a blog post
	 •	 Asking them to click the link in your profile to sign up for something 
	 •	 Asking them to opt-in on your blog post 
	 •	 Asking them to share this post with a friend

If you start implementing these 4 strategies, we know you will start receiving 
more engagement. The thing that takes the most time, is spending time 
strategizing these things rather than flying by the seat of your pants. Don’t 
just post when you feel like it, or when the inspiration hits you. Plan out your 
content ahead of time, treat your blog like the business it is, and tell those 
excuses to take a backseat. 

P.S. If any of these tips totally rock your blogging world, send us a note on
Instagram. You can find us @thrivetogetherblog!




